and meaning could be more &aslly perceived. In Randy's Cross the express Ive parts are rt g Id I y connected to the reserved. Wh t I e structura I I y th Is connection ts most tenuous, vtsual ly the reserved and expressive components complete each other and restrict each other. In Journey, the connection of the expressive and the reserved Is a I so tenuous, but here we perce Ive I ts f rag I I I ty.
The expressive areas seem to move away from support. This gives the expressive component motion relattve to the sculpture as a who I e and exaggerates the st I 11 ness of the rest of the piece. The unstable relatlonshlp of the reserved parts to the ground contradicts this reserve and stab I I tty and also
animates the reserved components. In It, as they should be. I had In fact expressed my love for 
